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ABSTRACT 
Data Mining is the process of locating potentially    practical, 

interesting and previously unknown patterns from a big 

volume of data. It plays an important role in result orientation. 

Data mining can be used in each and every aspect of life. The 

same is similarly significant in other areas including sales/ 

marketing, revenue services, sports, health care and insurance 

etc. Classification is used to builds models from data with 

predefined classes as the model is used to classify new 

instance whose classification is not known. This paper 

compares the two famous algorithms called Bayesian and 

Decision tree algorithm and how it works on nominal and 

numerical data sets and demonstrates its results. The accuracy, 

precision, and classification errors are also measured to 

compare algorithm. WEKA tool has been used to perform the 

experiment.  
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Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Classification techniques in data mining are capable of 

processing a large amount of data. It can be used to predict 

categorical class labels and classifies data based on training 

set and class labels and it can be used for classifying newly 

available data. The term could cover any context in which 

some decision or forecast is made on the basis of presently 

available information. Classification procedures recognized 

method for repeatedly making such decisions in new 

situations. Here if we assume that problem is a concern with 

the construction of a procedure that will be applied to a 

continuing sequence of cases in which each new case must be 

assigned to one of a set of pre-defined classes on the basis of 

observed features of data. Creation of a classification 

procedure from a set of data for which the exact classes are 

known in advance is termed as pattern recognition or 

supervised learning. Contexts in which a classification task is 

fundamental include, for example, assigning individuals to 

credit status on the basis of financial and other personal 

information, and the initial diagnosis of a patient’s disease in 

order to select immediate treatment while awaiting perfect test 

results. Some of the most critical problems arising in science, 

industry and commerce can be called as classification or 

decision problems. Three main historical strands of research 

can be identified: statistical, machine learning and 

neural network. All groups have some objectives in common. 

They have all attempted to develop procedures that would be 

able to handle a wide variety of problems and to be extremely 

general used in practical settings with proven success. There 

are two types of learning. They are supervised and 

unsupervised learning. The training data (observations, 

measurements, etc.) are accompanied by labels indicating the 

class of the observations. The class labels of training data are 

unknown in unsupervised learning. Classification is said to 

have two steps:- 

i. Model construction: describing a set of predetermined 

classes 

ii. Model usage: for classifying future or unknown objects 

We also have Lazy learners and Eager Learners in 

Classification. Lazy learners simply stores the training data 

without doing any further munging on it, till it gets the next 

test set. Eager learner’s munges the training data as soon as it 

receives it. 

Section two deals with the Classification algorithms and       

Section three deals with the Experimental Analysis which    

contains Algorithms explanation, Weka tool, Evaluation 

Measures, Results and comparison of Results. Section four 

deals with the conclusion and Future scope and Section 5 

contains References. 

2. CLASSFICATION ALGORITHMS 
2.1 Decision Tree 
A decision tree is a structure that includes a root node, 

branches, and leaf nodes. Each internal node denotes a test on 

an attribute, each branch denotes the outcome of a test, and 

each leaf node holds a class label. The topmost node in the 

tree is the root node. The following decision tree is for the 

concept buy computer that indicates whether a customer at a 

company is likely to buy a computer or not. Each internal 

node represents test on an attribute. Each leaf node represents 

a class. The benefits of having a decision tree are as follows 

−It does not require any domain knowledge. It is easy to 

comprehend. The learning and classification steps of a 

decision tree are simple and fast. 

Algorithm for Decision Tree Induction: 

create a node N; 

if tuples in D are all of the same class, C then 

   return N as leaf node labeled with class C;    

if attribute_list is empty then 

   return N as leaf node with labeled  

   with majority class in D;|| majority voting    

apply attribute_selection_method(D, attribute_list)  

to find the best splitting_criterion; 

label node N with splitting_criterion; 

if splitting_attribute is discrete-valued and 
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multiway splits allowed then  // no restricted to binary trees 

attribute_list = splitting attribute; // remove splitting 

attribute 

for each outcome j of splitting criterion 

   // partition the tuples and grow subtrees for each partition 

   let Dj be the set of data tuples in D satisfying outcome j; // 

a partition  

   if Dj is empty then 

      attach a leaf labeled with the majority  

      class in D to node N; 

   else  

      attach the node returned by Generate  

      decision tree(Dj, attribute list) to node N; 

   end for 

return N; 

2.2 Bayesian Classification 

2.2.1 Baye's Theorem 
Bayes' Theorem is named after Thomas Bayes. There       are 

two types of probabilities − 

a) Posterior Probability [P (H/X)] 

b) Prior Probability [P (H)] where X is data tuple and H is 

some hypothesis. 

c) According to Bayes' Theorem, P (H/X) = P(X/H) P (H) / 

P(X) 

 

2.2.2 Naïve Bayes 
The Naive Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes’ theorem 

with independence assumptions between predictors. A Naive 

Bayesian model is easy to build, with no complicated iterative 

parameter estimation which makes it particularly useful for 

very large datasets. Despite its simplicity, the Naive Bayesian 

classifier often does surprisingly well and is widely used 

because it often outperforms more sophisticated classification 

methods. 

Algorithm 

Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating the posterior 

probability, P (c|x), from P(c), P(x), and P (x|c). Naive Bayes 

classifier assume that the effect of the value of a predictor (x) 

on a given class (c) is Independent of the values of other 

predictors. This assumption is called Class conditional 

independence. 

 

 

2.2.3 Bayesian Belief Network 
Bayesian Belief Networks specify joint conditional 

probability distributions. They are also known as Belief 

Networks, Bayesian Networks, or Probabilistic Networks. A 

Belief Network allows class conditional independencies to be 

defined between subsets of variables. It provides a graphical 

model of causal relationship on which learning can be 

performed. We can use a trained Bayesian Network for 

classification. There are two components that define a 

Bayesian Belief Network − 

i. Directed acyclic graph 

ii. A set of conditional probability tables 

 

A Valid BaseNet                    Not a BaseNet 

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Weka 
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data 

mining tasks. The algorithms can either be applied directly to 

a dataset or called from your own Java code. Weka contains 

tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, 

clustering, association rules, and visualization. It is also well-

suited for developing new machine learning schemes. Found 

only on the islands of New Zealand, the Weka is a flightless 

bird with an inquisitive nature. The name is pronounced 

like this, and the bird sounds like this. Weka is open source 

software issued under the GNU General Public License. 

Weka GUI Chooser 

 

There are four buttons on Weka GUI Chooser 

1. Explorer 

2. Experimenter 

3. Knowledge Flow 

4. Simple CLI 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/sounds/weka-say.au
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/sounds/weka-long.au
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html
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Working with Explorer  
Click on Explorer button on Weka GUI Chooser. Explorer 

window opens 

 

WEKA Explorer option has Six tabs: 1. Preprocess- used to 

choose the data file to be used by the application 2. Classify- 

used to test and train different learning schemes on the 

preprocessed data file under experimentation 3. Cluster- used 

to apply different tools that identify clusters within the data 

file 4. Association- used to apply different rules to the data 

file that identify association within the data 5. Select 

attributes-used to apply different rules to reveal changes based 

on selected attributes inclusion or exclusion from the 

experiment 6. Visualize- used to see what the various 

manipulation produced on the data set in a 2D format, in 

scatter plot and bar graph output. 

3.2 Data Set 
These datasets are taken as sample data. This sample data     

can be numeric data or nominal data. There are process that 

convert numeric data into nominal data or categorical data.  

a) Import a Data Set into the Explorer  

b) Click on open file -> browse for the Dataset file 

(.arff file) -> select and click Open. 

    Nominal Data Set 

 

 Numeric Data set 

 

Applying Discretize to convert Numeric 

Dataset to Categorical Dataset 
1. Import a Dataset containing numeric Data items into the 

explorer. 

Example: Weather-Numeric.arff 

 
 

2. From Filters, Choose filter Discretize. 

Filters -> unsupervised -> attribute -> discretize  
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3. Click on the filter name in the explorer to open Generic 

Object Browser to Edit Parameter values 

 
 

4. Click Apply button to apply filter on the Dataset to convert it 

to categorical Dataset and find the data changed to 

categorical data items. 

 
 

5. To give the meaningful names to the categories (labels) 

generated in the step 4, save the dataset into a text file, and 

change the names. 

a) Click on save button in the explorer 

b) Select a location, give a filename and click to 

save. 

c) Go to the file and it in any text editor to change the 

Label names. 

6. Save the Dataset 

 
 

7. Open in an Editor (WordPad) 

8. Edit Data and Save 

 

9. Load the Edited file again into the Explorer . 

 

3.3 Evaluation Measures 
3.3.1 Model Evaluation and Selection 
Evaluation metrics: How can we measure accuracy?  Other 

metrics to consider? Use validation test set of class-labeled 

tuples instead of training set when assessing accuracy 

Methods for estimating a classifier’s accuracy: Holdout 

method, random subsampling, Cross-validation, Bootstrap. 

3.3.2 Classifier Evaluation Metrics Confusion 

Matrix: 

Actual 

class\Predicted 

class 

C
1
 ¬ C

1
 

C
1
 True Positives 

(TP) 

False Negatives 

(FN) 

¬ C
1
 False Positives 

(FP) 

True Negatives 

(TN) 

 

Classifier Accuracy or recognition rate: percentage of test set 

tuples that are correctly classified. 

Accuracy = (TP + TN)/All 

Error rate = (FP + FN)/All 

Where TP is True Positives, FP is False Positives, FN is False 

Negatives, and TN is True Negatives. 

Precision: exactness – what % of tuples that the classifier 

labeled as positive are actually positive 
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Recall: completeness – what % of positive tuples did the 

classifier label as positive? Perfect score is 1.0.n precision & 

recall 

              

F measure (F1orF-score): harmonic mean of precision and 

recall. 

              
 

3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Decision Tree Classifier: 

1) Import Weather-numeric Dataset into the Explorer  

 

1. Click on the Classify Tab in the Explorer. 

2. Click on Choose button to choose a Classifier from the list 

of Classifiers available 

a) From Tree Classifier category, select ‘J48 ‘ classifier 

 

b) Click on Apply button to Apply the J48 classifier on the 

Dataset. 

 

c) Right click on the result list item to view the Tree  

Right-click -> visualize tree. 

 

3.4.2 Bayes Classification Algorithm 

1. Choose the algorithm Bayes Net from Bayes Classifiers 
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   2. Apply the algorithm and apply on the data set. 

 

3.5 Comparison of Results 
Decision Trees are very flexible, easy to understand, and easy 

to debug. They will work with classification problems and 

regression problems. So if you are trying to predict a 

categorical value like (red, green, up, down) or if you are 

trying to predict a continuous value like 2.9, 3.4 etc. Decision 

Trees will handle both problems. Probably one of the coolest 

things about Decision Trees is they only need a table of data 

and they will build a classifier directly from that data without 

needing any up front design work to take place. To some 

degree properties that don't matter won't be chosen as splits 

and will get eventually pruned so it's very tolerant of 

nonsense. To start its set it and forget it. 

Bayes requires you build a classification by hand. There's no 

way to just toss a bunch of tabular data at it and have it pick 

the best features it will use to classify. Picking which features 

matter is up to you. Decisions trees will pick the best features 

for you from tabular data. If there were a way for Bayes to 

pick features you'd be getting close to using the same 

techniques that make decision trees work like that. Give this 

fact that means you may need to combine Bayes with other 

statistical techniques to help guide you towards what features 

best classify and that could be using decision trees. Bayes will 

answer as a continuous classifier. There are techniques to 

adapt it to categorical prediction however they will answer in 

terms of probabilities like (A 90%, B 5%, C 2.5% D 2.5%) 

Bayes can perform quite well, and it doesn’t over fit nearly as 

much so there is no need to prune or process the network. 

That makes them simpler algorithms to implement. However, 

they are harder to debug and understand because it's all 

probabilities getting multiplied 1000's of times so you have to 

be careful to test its doing what you expect. Bayes does quite 

well when the training data doesn't contain all possibilities so 

it can be very good with low amounts of data. Decision trees 

work better with lots of data compared to Bayes. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Decision tree mainly deals with the Yes or No type of results 

and it limits the output to certain extent only. Bayesian model 

is generally useful if it helps us to greater understand the 

world we are modeling, and if it allows us to make useful 

predictions about how the world will behave. It is often easier 

to experiment with the model as compared to reality. As with 

all analytic methods, there are also limitations of the decision 

tree method that users must be aware of. The main 

disadvantage is that it can be subject to over fitting and under 

fitting, particularly when using a small data set. This problem 

can limit the generalizability and robustness of the resultant 

models. Another potential problem is that strong correlation 

between different potential input variables may result in the 

selection of variables that improve the model statistics but are 

not causally related to the outcome of interest. Bayesian nets 

are one such way. Because a Bayes net only relates nodes that 

are probabilistically related by some sort of causal 

dependency, an enormous saving of computation can result. 

There is no need to store all possible configurations of states, 

all possible worlds, if you will. All that is needed to store and 

work with is all possible combinations of states between sets 

of related parent and child nodes (families of nodes, if you 

will). This makes for a great saving of table space and 

computation. (Of course, some models are still too large for 

today's Bayes net algorithms. A second reason Bayesian nets 

are proving so useful is that they are so adaptable. 
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